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Abstract

Most work on scholarly document processing
assumes that the information processed is trust-
worthy and factually correct. However, this
is not always the case. There are two core
challenges, which should be addressed: 1) en-
suring that scientific publications are credible
– e.g. that claims are not made without sup-
porting evidence, and that all relevant support-
ing evidence is provided; and 2) that scientific
findings are not misrepresented, distorted or
outright misreported when communicated by
journalists or the general public. I will present
some first steps towards addressing these prob-
lems and outline remaining challenges.

1 The Life Cycle of Scientific Research

Scientific research is highly diverse not just when it
comes to the topic of study, but also how studies are
conducted, how the resulting research is described
and when and where it is published. However, what
different fields still have in common is a certain life
cycle, starting with planning a study and ending
with promoting the research post-publication, in the
hopes of the article finding readership and having
an impact.

Scholary document processing aims to support
researchers throughout this life cycle of scientific
research, by offering various tools to automate oth-
erwise manual processes. Most research within
scholarly document processing has focused on sup-
porting information discovery for finding related
work. Most prominently, research has focused on
methods to condense scientific documents, using
entity extraction and linking, keyphrase or relation
extraction (Augenstein et al., 2017; Augenstein and
Søgaard, 2017; Wright et al., 2019; Gábor et al.,
2018; Ammar et al., 2018) or automatic summari-
sation (Collins et al., 2017; Yasunaga et al., 2019).

Once papers are written and submitted for peer
review, it is pertinent to evaluate them fairly and
objectively. This process is far from straight-

forward, as, among others, reviewers have cer-
tain biases, including against truly novel research
(Rogers and Augenstein, 2020; Bhattacharya and
Packalen, 2020). Research has thus focused on
automatically generating peer reviews from paper
content (Wang et al., 2020), as well as on studying
how well review scores can be predicted from re-
view texts (Kang et al., 2018; Plank and van Dalen,
2019).

Finally, post-publication, the impact of scientific
work can be tracked, using citations and citation
counts as a proxy for this. It is again worth noting
that there are significant biases in this – e.g. author
information is among the, if not the most salient
feature for predicting citation counts (Yan et al.,
2011; Holm et al., 2020). Looking further into what
papers are cited and why, Mohammad (2020b,a)
find that there are significant topical as well as
gender biases when it comes to who is cited and by
whom.

2 Credibility and Veracity of Science
Communication

While all of the work referenced above is important
in supporting researchers, it neglects one crucial
aspect, namely that it assumes the resulting scien-
tific documents and broader communication about
them are credible and supported by the underlying
evidence. Though it is the task of peer reviewers
to spot issues regarding credibility, and the task of
journalists to check their sources when they report
on scientific studies, distortions, exaggerations and
outright misrepresentations can still happen.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has high-
lighted the disastrous and direct consequences mis-
reporting of scientific findings can have on our
everyday lives, yet, there is still relatively little
work on detecting issues in the credibility of sci-
entific writing. This especially holds for detecting
smaller nuances of untrustworthy scientific writing,
whereas there is comparatively more work on de-
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Biology
Wood Frogs (Rana sylvatica) are a charismatic species of frog common in much of North America. They
breed in explosive choruses over a few nights in late winter to early spring. The incidence in Wood Frogs
was associated with a die-off of frogs during the breeding chorus in the Sylamore District of the Ozark
National Forest in Arkansas (Trauth et al., 2000).

Computer Science
Land use or cover change is a direct reflection of human activity, such as land use, urban expansion, and
architectural planning, on the earth’s surface caused by urbanization [1]. Remote sensing images are
important data sources that can efficiently detect land changes. Meanwhile, remote sensing image-based
change detection is the change identification of surficial objects or geographic phenomena through the
remote observation of two or more different phases [2].

Table 1: Excerpts from training samples in CITEWORTH (Wright and Augenstein, 2021) from the Biology and
Computer Science fields. Green sentences are cite-worthy sentences, from which citation markers are removed
during dataset construction.

tecting outright scientific misinformation (Vijjali
et al., 2020; Lima et al., 2021).

Here, we highlight two important and so far
understudied tasks to address issues with such
smaller nuances of untrustworthy scientific writ-
ing, which can come into play at different stages
of the life cycle of scientific research. The first
one is cite-worthiness detection, which is about de-
tecting whether or not a sentence ought to contain
a citation to prior work. This task could help to
ensure that claims are not made without supporting
evidence, i.e. support researchers in writing more
trustworthy scientific publications.

The second task is exaggeration detection, which
is to determine whether a statement describing the
findings of a scientific study exaggerates them, e.g.
by claiming that two variables are strongly cor-
related when in reality they only co-occur. We
argue that this task could be useful to verify if
popular science reporting faithfully describes sci-
entific research, or also to determine whether cita-
tion sentences (sentences which contain a citation;
also called citances) faithfully describe the research
documented in the cited papers.

2.1 Cite-Worthiness Detection

The CITEWORTH Dataset To study cite-
worthiness detection, we first introduce a new rig-
orously curated dataset, CITEWORTH (Wright and
Augenstein, 2021), for cite-worthiness detection
from scientific articles. It is created from S2ORC,
the Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus (Lo
et al., 2020). CITEWORTH consists of 1.2M sen-
tences, balanced across 10 diverse scientific fields.
While others have studied this task for few and/or
narrow domains (Sugiyama et al., 2010; Färber

et al., 2018), and have also studied very related
tasks, such as claim check-worthiness detection
(Wright and Augenstein, 2020a) or citation recom-
mendation (Jürgens et al., 2018), this is the largest
and most diverse dataset for this task to date.

An excerpt of our introduced dataset, CITE-
WORTH can be found in Table 1. The dataset
curation process involves: 1) data filtering, to iden-
tify credible papers with relevant metadata such
as venue information; 2) citation span identifica-
tion and masking, of which we only keep papers
with citation spans at the end of sentences to avoid
rendering sentences ungrammatical; 3) discarding
paragraphs without citations, or where not all sen-
tences have citation spans in accordance with our
heuristics; 4) evenly sampling paragraphs, such
that the resulting dataset is equally balanced for
the domains of Biology, Medicine, Engineering,
Chemistry, Psychology, Computer Science, Materi-
als Science, Economics, Mathematics, and Physics.

Given this dataset, we then study: how cite-
worthy sentences can be detected automatically; to
what degree there are domain shifts between how
different fields use citations; and if cite-worthiness
data can be used to perform transfer learning to
downstream scientific text tasks.

Methods for Cite-Worthiness Detection We
find that the best performance can be achieved by a
Longformer-based model (Beltagy et al., 2020),
which encodes entire paragraphs in papers and
jointly predicts cite-worthiness labels for each of
the sentences contained in the paragraph. Addi-
tional gains in recall can be achieved by using
positive unlabelled learning, as documented in
Wright and Augenstein (2020a) for the related task
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Exaggerated Claims
Press Release: Players of the game rock paper scissors subconsciously copy each other’s hand shapes,
significantly increasing the chance of the game ending in a draw, according to new research.

Abstract: Specifically, the execution of either a rock or scissors gesture by the blind player was predictive
of an imitative response by the sighted player.

Exaggerated Advice
Press Release: Parents should dilute fruit juice with water or opt for unsweetened juices, and only allow
these drinks during meals.

Abstract: Manufacturers must stop adding unnecessary sugars and calories to their FJJDS.

Table 2: Examples of exaggerated claims and exaggerated advice given in press releases about scientific papers.

of claim check-worthiness detection. Our best-
performing model outperforms baselines such as a
carefully fine-tuned SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019)
by over 5 points in F1.

Domain Differences To study domain effects,
we perform a cross-evaluation, where we hold out
one domain for testing and evaluate model per-
formance on that, and compare this against an in-
domain evaluation setting, where all domains ob-
served at test time are also observed at training
time. We find that there is a high variance in the
maximum performance for each field (σ = 3.32),
and between different fields on the same test data,
despite large pretrained Transformer models being
relatively invariant across domains (Wright and Au-
genstein, 2020b). This suggests stark differences
in how different fields employ citations.

Downstream Applicability We evaluate our
models on downstream scientific document pro-
cessing tasks from Beltagy et al. (2019), which can
be grouped into: named entity recognition tasks;
relation extraction tasks; and text classification
tasks. Specifically, we use our best-performing
model, pre-trained for cite-worthiness detection
and masked language modelling, and fine-tune
them for 10 different downstream tasks. We find
that improvements over the state of the art can be
achieved for two citation intent classification tasks.

2.2 Exaggeration Detection
We frame exaggeration detection in the context of
popular science communication. Specifically, we
ask the question: how can one automatically de-
tect if popular science articles overstate the claims
made in scientific articles?

Prior work has shown that exaggeration of find-
ings of scientific articles is highly prevalent (Sum-

ner et al., 2014; Bratton et al., 2019; Woloshin
et al., 2009; Woloshin and Schwartz, 2002). Exag-
geration can mean a sensationalised take-away of
the applicability of the work in terms, i.e. giving
advice for which there is no scientific basis. More-
over, the strength of the main causal claims and
conclusions of a paper can be exaggerated. Table 2
shows examples of those two types of claims from
the datasets curated by Sumner et al. (2014) and
Bratton et al. (2019), which we use in our work.

Prior work (Yu et al., 2019, 2020; Li et al., 2017)
uses datasets based on PubMed abstracts and paired
press releases from EurekAlert.1 Their core limi-
tations of is that they are limited to only observa-
tional studies from PubMed, which have structured
abstracts, which strongly simplifies the task of iden-
tifying the main claims of a paper. This also holds
for the test settings they consider, meaning that the
proposed models have a limited applicability.

By contrast, we study how to best identify exag-
gerated claims in popular science communication
in the wild, without highly curated data with anno-
tations about core claims. This represents a more
realistic experimental setup, which is more suited
to supporting downstream use cases such as flag-
ging exaggerated popular news articles as well as
exaggerated summaries of scientific papers as ref-
erenced in other scientific papers.

Our method is a semi-supervised approach,
which first identifies sentences containing claims in
both scientific articles and popular science commu-
nication within the medical domain, then identifies
the main conclusion of both articles, and lastly
predicts to what degree popular science articles
exaggerate those findings. We further analyse to
what degree exaggeration of findings is correlated

1https://www.eurekalert.org/
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with the perceived media bias of popular science
communication outlets.

3 Conclusion

This paper discusses research avenues for automat-
ically determining the credibility of science com-
munication, both in terms of scientific papers and
popular science communication. These avenues
are put in the context of scholarly data processing
more broadly, and how different tasks can be used
to assist the life cycle of scientific research. While
existing research has focused on developing mod-
els for assisting with information discovery, peer
review and citation tracking, comparatively little
work has been done on identifying non-credible
claims and assisting authors in making sure their
research is backed up by sufficient evidence where
needed. The suggestion is therefore to focus on
two tasks: cite-worthiness detection, to identify
sentences requiring citations; and exaggeration de-
tection, to identify cases in which scientific find-
ings have been overstated. A core problem for both
tasks is the lack of appropriate training data, which
we address by introducing a new dataset, and a
semi-supervised learning method, respectively. We
hope our research will inspire future work on de-
veloping tools to assist authors and journalists in
ensuring that research is described in a credible and
evidence-based way.
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